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Today’s story…
� My research question
� Positioning Theory and narrative inquiry
� Narratives
� Developing understanding
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The starting point- How do 
teachers learn?

Over 60% of Australian teachers said completing 
performance and development plans…
� merely fulfilling administrative requirements
� led to little impact on their teaching 

(Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development, 2009, p.188). 

“Unfortunately, the views of teachers are often 
not included in education policy development 
even though they are the views of those who 
have the greatest impact on student learning” 

(Jensen, 2010, p.26)
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Do teachers perceive the performance and 
development process as having a positive impact on 
their professional learning?

� How do teachers engage with their learning: what is changing for 
them personally and in their teaching practices as the 
performance and development review process continues?

� How do teachers perceive the Australian Professional Standards 
for Teachers (APST) contributing to their professional learning 
and growth?

� How have teachers appropriated the Australian Institute for 
Teaching and School Leadership (AITSL) resources, when they 
have perceived that these contribute to their personal professional 
needs?
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The Research Design
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� Site encompasses the policy and people – how practices 
mesh and interweave (Schatzki, 2003,pp. 194-195)

� “Policy is both text and action, words and deeds, it is what 
is enacted as well as what is intended. Policies are always 
incomplete in so far as they relate to or map onto the ‘wild 
profusion’ of local practice.” (Ball, 1994, p. 10)

Policy



Using Positioning Theory to understand  
the ‘wild profusion’ of practice

� “Positioning Theory is the 
tool for exploring the 
relation between what 
is possible and what is 
permitted.” 

Moghaddam, Harré and Lee 2008, p.13
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Position:
What is their perception of 

their rights and duties?
How do they position others? 

What are their rights and 
duties?

Storyline:
How is the story 

constructed?

What are they 
saying/What 

are they 
doing?

� "..the over-riding goal of 
positioning theory is 
therefore that of learning 
and change...the dynamic 
aspect of encounters" 

Howie and Peters, 1996, p.61
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+
Using Narrative Inquiry to Map 
the ‘wild profusion’ of practice 

“Participants’ stories, inquirers’ stories, social, cultural and institutional 
stories, are all ongoing as narrative inquiries begin. Being in the field, 

that is, engaging with participants, is walking into the midst of stories.”  
(Clandinin, 2006, p.47)
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Method

� Personal Meaning Making Maps: 
� Professional learning, Australian Professional Standards for 

Teachers, Performance and Development, AITSL tools and 
resources

� Collaborative Interactive Discussion starters (CIDs) at beginning 
of …

� Semi-structured Focus Group Interview- video
� Semi-structured individual interviews- audio
� Clarifying and collaborating- validity and rigour
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Personal Meaning-Making Map (PMMM) and Collaborative Interactive Discussion (CID) from
Giardiello, Parr, McLeod and Redman, (2014) in Rodrigues, S (Ed.) Handbook for Teacher Educators, Sense Publications 

June 2015- Focus Group Interview; 4 participants at Northern Fields PS

July- Mark Sept- Sue Nov-
Mark/Sue



Performance and 
development

Personal Meaning Making Map
Please write any concepts or connections you have around the word

Prof.  
learning

AITSL tools 
and 

resources

Standards
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Personal Meaning-Making Map (PMMM), (Giardiello, Parr, McLeod and Redman, 2014) in 
Rodrigues, S (ed,) Handbook for Teacher Educators, Sense Publications 

Feedback

Reflecting on how you 
have met goals 
previously set

Goal setting

Agreement

Standards
Yearly review cycle

Requirement

Formal 
and 
Informal

A process

Hopefully seen as a growth 
point (professionally)

Legal 
Agreement

Personal development

Workforce Plan

???

Achievements

satisfactory/unsatisfactory

Outcomes

Provide evidence

Reflect and review successWork towards 
improvement

Find a weaknessReviewed

Areas for further 
improvement

School Level plan

Observation rounds

Strengths

Performance
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Collaborative Interactive 
Discussion Starters

� “XYZ “  DEECD 2014 Performance and Development Guidelines for Teachers p 6

Performance and Development; early days…your responses?
Quick Comments Your responses
✔✔
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Finding the stories…
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The Narratives
� “Confusion and Clarity” > Change 

� “Proving and Improving” > Goal Process

� “Don’t Box Me In” > Standards

� “We’re All in This Together” > Culture

� “Goals, Points and Out of Bounds”> Learning 
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Finding the Positions: 
Sue and “Don’t Box Me In” 

Sue’s Position: Classifications are not 
accurate at best and unhelpful at worst 

AND Professional learning is not a matter of 
completing categories

Speech Acts: “No-
one’s an expert” 

AND “They’re fitting 
you into a criteria” 

AND “It you’ve 
achieved these 

standards you sort 
of fit into this 
category?”

Storyline: “There’s 
cross-over, there’s 
back and forth”

June
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Finding the Positions: 
Sue and “Don’t Box Me In” 

Sue’s Position: The Performance and 
Development process is fostering learning 
AND The APST provide clarity and 
consistency

Doing: unpacking the 
APST further AND writing 
goals                            
Saying: “it’s a broad 
statement”

Storyline: “There’s cross-
over, there’s back and 
forth”

September
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Sue’s Position: Roles, categories and 
labels are not as important AND What 

is in place to move people along?

Doing: Mentoring and 
coaching           
Saying: “What’s in place 
to make sure they’re 
moving?”

Storyline: “There’s 
cross-over, there’s 
back and forth”

Finding the Positions: 
Sue and “Don’t Box Me In” 

November
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Sifting the 
stories…what falls 
out?
What is it that enables?      
What is it that empowers?
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Key Questions- the sieve

Empowering
What gives confidence to
take charge, to initiate, 
innovate or create?

Enabling
What makes it possible to
meet duties and obligations?

Disempowering
What erodes confidence 
to contribute or 
participate?

Disabling
What impedes or restricts 
ability to fulfill duties?

P e r f o r m a n c e  a n d  d e v e l o p m e n t  

P r o f e s s i o n a l  l e a r n i n g
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Thank you
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